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Sorna Partners with Diagnos – the Leading Columbia Imaging Solutions Company
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(Eagan, MN) February 19, 2014 - Sorna Corporation, a leader in digital medical image and data sharing
systems, continues to expand its global footprint by partnering with Columbia-based medical imaging
solutions company, Diagnos Smart Radiology.
Diagnos’ expert team combines years of experience in imaging departments throughout Columbia to
produce a product portfolio along with service options that provide best-of-breed solutions to modern day
Radiology departments. Diagnos is recognized for its unique ability to analyze imaging service processes
and build solutions to reduce operator time and avoid re-processing, resulting in improved overall quality
and profitability.
Juan Sebastián Torres G., Director de Tecnología says “We are excited to be working with Sorna.
Vertex® is the perfect program to round out our product portfolio. It solves some of the greatest data
sharing issues faced by medical imaging departments. Importing, DICOMizing and exporting to a
limitless number of destinations allows departments to move away from multiple programs and greatly
streamline their process.”
“Expanding our global footprint into Central and South America, we needed a strong partner. Diagnos
Smart Radiology, with its knowledgeable, experienced, and professional team is the perfect choice”, said
Cyrus Samari; Vice President, Sales and Marketing at Sorna. “With Vertex’s planned release in Spanish,
and Diagnos’ support, imaging departments in the region will be able to streamline operations and
improve patient healthcare.”
About Sorna Corporation
Sorna Corporation designs and manufactures DICOM and IHE conformant products that facilitate the
sharing, burning, importing, converting, viewing, and storing of medical studies, images, and related
documents from a variety of sources, to a multitude of destinations. Since 1999, Sorna has led the way in
anticipating the data sharing needs within healthcare. Industry experience and engineering expertise
allows Sorna to respond with innovative solutions, making the sharing and management of medical
studies easier and more convenient for healthcare professionals.

